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Meanwhile, Back on the
Bridge
BY JUDY WAIDLICH

We are having a busy year! We’ve gone to the Geology
Museum Open House and to Farpoint. I attended the
Challenger’s Intergalactic Food Fest and our own Game Day.
Alex (Rosenzweig) and I got together to write the nominations
for the Region Awards, and we had movie outings for “Black
Hat” and “Kingsman: The Secret Service”.
Fandom has experienced several losses lately, most notably
Leonard Nimoy. I always enjoyed the banter between Spock
and McCoy. Mr. Nimoy will be missed, as have the others
before him. Also, Harve Bennett passed away. I remember with
fondness meeting him at several Farpoint Conventions.
Except for the Game Day, which drew a good crowd, the
attendance has been light at these events. The Avenger always
tries for events that its members want to do, but the
attendance is telling us that our choices are not good or timing
is bad. So we will try to have more Game Days and fiction
writing, since they are the most popular.
Reminders for the 30th Anniversary Party will be
forthcoming. Our logo contest has finished. We decided to use
both submissions, one logo for the program book cover and the
other logo on all other items. Our party will be Saturday, June

20th at the Omega Diner. It was also kept to an affordable cost
($25.00 per person).
We are also going to be moving forward on a table at the
Somerset Patriots’ Comic Con in June.
We have meeting programs this year on “Star Trek Axanar”,
the Marvel Cinematic Universe, Star Trek fan films, and 3-D CGI
Ship Rendering. Hopefully you will find them interesting.
Although meeting topics have been at least tentatively decided
for this year, feel free to make suggestions. Either we can look
at next year, or we can adjust the schedule.
In other news, I have been busy with the Academy.
Someone, somewhere declared it March Madness at the College
of Engineering. There have been 98 submissions as of this
writing, with over a week left for the month.
Please feel free to join us, or suggest things we can do. Also
you must come out and have a good time at our Anniversary
Party. Come out and have fun with us this year!

Rear Admiral Judy
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“Claim”, by Dennis Russell Bailey
[Submitted by Alex Rosenzweig]
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Executive Thoughts
BY ALEX ROSENZWEIG

Greetings, all!
The time between the last issue of Avenger News and this
one has been a difficult one for Star Trek fans. We lost three of
Star Trek’s major voices. Of course, we all know about the
passing of Leonard Nimoy, and I’ll return to that point in a few
moments. Some of us also have been all too aware of the
passing of Harve Bennett, a man who arguably “saved” Star
Trek, himself, when he became the producer of “The Wrath of
Khan”. Fewer folks may have realized that, a few days before
Mr. Nimoy passed, another one of Star Trek’s writer/producers,
Maurice Hurley, also left this earth.
Mr. Hurley was a writer and Co-Executive Producer from the
end of the first season of “Star Trek: the Next Generation”
through the end of the second season. Even after that, he
wrote two additional episodes. Hurley, notably, was the creator
of the Borg. He did have clashes, notably with several of the
writers and, in the end, chose to move on from the show. Still,
while the least well-known of the men we’ve so recently lost,
Mr. Hurley was an important contributor to Star Trek.
Mr. Harve Bennett, on the other hand, is well known to most
Trek fans. After, the release of “Star Trek: The Motion Picture”,
Star Trek was established as a strong market contender,
grossing over $82 million domestically and $139 million
worldwide. But Paramount was very unhappy with Gene
Roddenberry as a producer, feeling that he’d been in over his
head, with the result that the production had gotten out of
control. A new approach was needed, and any plans for a
sequel were on hold until that could be sorted out. Enter Harve
Bennett. An established TV producer, he was brought in asked
if he could deliver a film for less than the $42 million that
ST:TMP had cost. “I could do four films for that!” he declared.
Paramount proceeded to hire him, and “Star Trek II” was
produced for $11 million. It was also a critical and box office
hit, reaffirming the idea that Star Trek could still tell stories that
would get people excited.
Mr. Bennett went on to produce the next three films, as well,
and was involved in the writing of all of them to one degree or
another. He finally stepped away from the franchise when the
studio rejected his pitch for a prequel film called “The Academy
Years”. (It wasn’t a popular idea in 1990, but in the wake of
Abrams’s mess, the story idea that Mr. Bennett had proposed
looks pretty good in hindsight!) His influence on Star Trek was
huge, making it a very successful movie series through the
1980s, and paving the way for its return to TV.
I’m at least grateful that I got an opportunity to meet Mr.
Bennett and tell him how much his work meant to me, and how
much I appreciated him. He was a regular guest at the Farpoint
convention for several years, and had a good time basking in
the love of his fans. He meant a lot to Star Trek, and he will be
missed.
And then, of course, there was Leonard Nimoy. The man so
many of us knew as Spock slipped the surly bonds of Earth on
the morning of 27 February. He left with a sense of calm grace,
passing at home. Some of his final messages included poetry
and a poignant thought about life and memory. I have to
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believe he knew his end was near, and he left his life with the
same nobility with which he'd lived it.
I never met him face to face, and I wish I had, but all who
did spoke of his kindness and his caring for Humanity. He was
an artist, an activist, a passionate believer in both the arts and
the sciences, and in the value of Humanity. He stood up for his
fellow man, whether it be whole populations or his castmates
who were at risk of being left out of something of which he
might be part. Again and again, throughout his life, he made a
difference.
As he said at one time, he was not Spock. And yet, he was.
Throughout his life, he embodied that balance between
reason and passion, reflecting on the same inner conflicts with
which the man who was his most famous role dealt every day.
He could be reserved like Spock, but possessed a sense of
humor that Spock only learned later in his life. Like Spock,
though, Mr. Nimoy recognized the beauty in diversity, but in a
way that Spock might never have, Mr. Nimoy, late in his life,
took a camera and sought it out, trying through the artistry of
photographs to show that there are many kinds of beauty.
As with many Star Trek fans, when I was a child, Leonard
Nimoy’s Spock became an example for me, a way to approach
a world in which I didn't quite fit in, one in which I marched to
my own drummer because the “conventional” paths were not,
for me, the right ones. Like Spock, and maybe because of
Spock and his example, I found my path, and a place where my
own uniqueness could shine. I always knew, though, that while
Mr. Nimoy was Spock, he was not ONLY Spock, and I followed
his career as an actor, and later as a director, artist, and writer.
And there were always the stories, the little things he did for
his fellow human beings, and his passionate commitments to
helping society be just a little better.
As an actor, and as a human being, Leonard Nimoy made a
difference, for me and for millions of other people. He will be
missed, but he will never, ever be forgotten.
As time goes on, we all see the ravages of mortality. The
losses we’ve had to face recently are part of an ongoing aspect
of what it means to be human. We’ve lost friends and family
members, of course. Some members of the Avenger, and of
our fellow chapters, have passed on, as well, and we miss
them. Sometimes it seems different, though, when it’s
someone like Mr. Nimoy, who has been a part of all of our
lives, even if only indirectly through his portrayal of a beloved
character. At least, the work of these men, and the example
they set, can be appreciated by all of us, and because of that,
they will be remembered. As fans of their work, and of who
they were, we keep their memories alive by honoring what they
accomplished, and by carrying it onward into the future.
Switching gears a little, and stepping away from the sad
milestones, I’d like to take a moment to remind everyone of a
happy milestone in 2015 for the Avenger. As you know, this is
our 30th Anniversary year! Talk about longevity! As I said last
issue, the thing to remember is that a club doesn’t rely on any
one person to survive. It’s really about the participation and
commitment of many people, and the fact that we still have an
(Continued on page 4)
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Executive Thoughts
active, involved chapter now is a testament to all of you
reading this, and to those who come out to support the
organization, and to just be a part of the fun things we do.
Of course, because it’s one of those “big” anniversaries (that
is, the five-year increments), we’re gonna be having a party! By
now you should have received an invitation, whether physical
or digital or both. If you didn’t, please check in with RADM Judy
or myself. We’re looking forward to a truly fun evening, and are
working hard to make it very cool. We hope you’ll plan to join
us. Should you have any questions about the event, by all
means check in with us, and we’ll be happy to answer them.

I’ve said before, it’s all well and good for me, or Judy, or the
Command Staff, to come up with what WE want to do, but this
should be about more than just us. There are lots of things that
I bet you might like to do, too, stuff Judy or I might not even
have thought about! Just because we didn’t think of it, though,
doesn’t mean you shouldn’t suggest it. By all means, please do!
After all, we want things to be fun!
And that’s it from me for now! Enjoy the rest of this issue of
Avenger News! Have fun, and don’t forget “Mission Docket” for
neat upcoming events. Take care, and ‘til next time…

As always, I and the rest of the Command Staff would love to Ad Astra!
hear your feedback about the Avenger, the anniversary, or just
anything that’s on your mind. Above all, please don’t hesitate in Alex
letting us know if you’d like to try out an event or activity. As
ADM Alex Rosenzweig

Roster Update
Additions--Welcome Aboard!
1) Lieutenant Daniel Adler
Scientist (Social Sciences)
8 Dawes Avenue
Ewing, NJ 08638-4610
E-Mail: suneagle@gmail.com

4) Cadet Marinna Lampson
716 West 3rd Street
Washburn, WI 54891
E-Mail: UNAVAILABLE
Welcome Back--Thanks for Renewing
1) Lieutenant Jennifer Renda
2) Lieutenant J.G. James Renda

2) Ensign Rose D. Ferreira
Laboratory Technician (Life Sciences)
301 West 18th Street, Apt. 5D
New York, NY 10011-4468
E-Mail: onyx1485@gmail.com

Promotions—Congratulations!
1) Lieutenant J.G. Jennifer Renda to Lieutenant
Changes and Revisions—Where Are They Now?
1) LCDR Mike Rupprecht’s address should now be listed as:
110 Garden Road
Oreland, PA 19075-1104

3) Cadet Anakin Lampson
716 West 3rd Street
Washburn, WI 54891
E-Mail: UNAVAILABLE

MEMBERSHIP ALLEY
INDIVIDUAL U.S.S. AVENGER RENEWAL $10.00
(Family Memberships $12.50)

FOR STARFLEET

MEMBERS,

AVENGER

MEMBERSHIP IS

FREE!

Your subscription lasts for six issues. With any luck and a lot of good will, they will be delivered in PDF format to a registered
forum online. Free Adobe Reader downloads available on the web - for a printed copy of your newsletter, just hit PRINT! But if
you want us to mail them to ya’ anyhow, please add $5.00.
Make out check or money order payable to USS Avenger.
331 Academy Terrace, Apt 17, Linden, NJ 07036-5695
You can also renew at any ship meeting for your stamp-saving budget
Join the International fun of STARFLEET at www.sfi.org $10.00 gets you four electronic issues of the Communiqué (and $20.00
gets you four hard copy issues) and access to the many fun programs STARFLEET offers. It also means that your next renewal
with the Avenger is FREE!
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Second Officer’s Report
BY JUDY WAIDLICH

Resuming command in January created a bit of havoc in the
Congratulations!
Second Officer’s office, mostly in the form of forgetting to
We do have more members approaching a promotion, with
update all members for a year in STARFLEET and a year on five people roughly 200 points or fewer away from getting to
Avenger. So the database is mostly up to date, except for the next rank. So please keep on joining us for meetings and
adding the most recent Academy courses.
other activities.
The result in all of this is that there is a
promotion!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!
(Drum Roll) To the rank of Lieutenant: Jen Renda!

Judy

Where the Sphere is Round Science in Everyday Language
BY MICHELLE LAMPSON,

WITH

SARAH BOLICK

Greetings to the officers and crew of the U.S.S. Avenger from or more of three components – the motherboard, the CPU, or
the Sciences Division Field Outpost!
the graphics card. We discussed various options for determining
which part is bad, but I quickly discovered that I did not have
Thankfully, our outpost has been moved from Rura Penthe to the necessary equipment to use any of those options. So now I
a location with a much more hospitable climate. :) The snow am left with sending it all back to Newegg for replacement.
has disappeared (mostly) and it looks like we won't have to
endure a “white Easter” this year. Division personnel have been Topic 3 – Northern Lights & Sleep Deprivation
investigating three different scientific topics this month.
This past week, I needed to travel with my son to
Topic 1 - Genetics
Minneapolis for a minor outpatient day surgery procedure on
his chin. Since I live four hours away from Minneapolis, I
Sarah and I talked about a study of the effects of advanced needed to leave at 4 AM. This early time led to two things –
paternal age on the developing child. Most people are aware temporary sleep deprivation and the opportunity to observe a
that babies conceived by mothers older than 35 years tend to phenomenon I haven’t seen for a long time – the Northern
have a much higher risk of genetic abnormalities and other Lights. It was a clear night as we waited outside for our driver.
negative outcomes. The study we looked at said that this area As I looked toward the horizon, I noticed a shifting pattern of
of research is “in its infancy” and that there are indications that pale greenish light spreading across the night sky. It took me a
the advanced age of the father may have a similar effect but to moment to realize what it was. Being so far north, these lights
a lesser degree. More research is definitely needed in this area. are not a super rare sight, but it had been a number of years
since I had last seen them. I pointed them out to my 16-yearTopic 2 – Computer Hardware
old son and he watched them for a while with a fascinated look
on his face. I told him about how I’d seen red and white
I did some field work in computer hardware as I attempted to Northern Lights in Florida when I was about 17. There had
build myself a new computer. I ordered everything in pieces – been a significant solar flare event and it caused Northern
motherboard, CPU, memory, etc. – and put it all together. Much Lights to be visible even as far south as the central east coast
to my dismay, the attempt was unsuccessful. I spent a of Florida. It was an awe-inspiring and beautiful sight. :)
significant amount of time trying to figure out why every
monitor I hooked up to the system couldn’t get a signal from
Well, that's all I have for this month! Live Long and Prosper,
the graphics card. I consulted with two other computer everyone!
hardware experts, a friend of mine in Washington DC and my
brother in New York. Both indicated that the problem is in one Signing Off...
AVENGER NEWS #149— APRIL 2015
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Engineering Division Report
BY MATTHEW J. RIELLY

The division continues to gear up for the Avenger’s 30th
Anniversary Party. Reminders are going out to division
members concerning payment, the date and time of the event,
the menu for said event, and so forth. We are looking forward
to having many new faces and old-timers come out and
celebrate three decades of fandom, and to swap stories on
various subjects like convention experiences, first exposures to
“Star Trek” and other sci-fi, and whatever else may tickle
peoples’ fancy.
The division continues to solicit ideas and suggestions for
activities. Considering we had what I thought was a good year
for us last year, we hope to see more people come out and
take part in much of what we like to do...and to suggest even
more great stuff in which we can participate.
Shore Leave 37 will be upon us this August, and division
members are being reminded again of the guest lineup. The
annual convention will be held in Hunt Valley, Maryland from

Friday, August 7th to Sunday, August 9th at the Wyndham
Hunt Valley Inn. The most notable guest on the list so far this
year is actor and singer John Barrowman, best known for his
role as Captain Jack Harkness from “Doctor Who” and the
spinoff series “Torchwood”. Actors Aaron Ashmore and Shawn
Ashmore are also currently on the guest list, along with an
extensive list of authors and science-oriented guests.
Reminders are also going out to the division for other events
such as the International Conference. Anyone interested can
contact the Command Staff for information on the date of the
event, hotel accommodations, and related details.
Division members are also being advised that unless we hear
otherwise, monthly meetings through spring and summer will
go on as scheduled…including the July and August ship
meetings. We will also be passing along information on meeting
topics as more information becomes available.

IMAGE GALLERY

“Ziggy”, Comic Strip, Published in the Newark Star-Ledger
[Submitted by Ann-Ruth Rosenzweig]

Security—What is It?
BY AMBER STRONACH

Most people think of security as the condition of keeping
things safe and “secure”, but how do we, as human beings,
achieve this? To be able to answer this fully, we first need to
break things down to another question. What are we trying to
protect?
We live on a planet that is divided up into different countries,
and each country has its own means of security, normally in the
form of some military departments such as an Army or Navy,
which are controlled by each given government.
In short, this is what we are normally talking about when
referring to security. These are all very complicated in
themselves, and to complicate everything further, each security
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divisions has its own departments, units, etc. which in turn
have their own security requirements that need to be met.
Then there are the other sides to security, for example, how
we secure our homes, vehicles, and all our other possessions
that we want to keep safe, including money.
So, by now you should be seeing how wide and how broad
the term “security” actually is. What I will try and do, hopefully
with the help of the other members of the Security Division, is
show you all the different forms of security.
For now, I shall disappear back into my quarters on this fine
starship and plan out how we, the Security Division, shall bring
you all this information.
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U.S.S. Avenger Sit-Rep
BY ALEX ROSENZWEIG

This column, in accordance with the Avenger Officer’s
Manual, is “a regular report of crew activities, in the form of a
column in Avenger News or as a separate mailing. It started
out with the idea of being a roundup of divisional activities, but
is being retooled into a more general summary of chapter
events and highlights. As such, if there’s something you’d like
to share with the group—an idea, a suggestion, a personal
milestone, etc.—feel free to let me know and it can get
included. “SitRep” is a term used typically by the military or
other government groups. It’s an abbreviation for “Situation
Report”, a report given to both senior officers and subordinate
staff to make sure that, put simply, they know what’s going on.
And that’s what we do here.
Onward...

Medical:
LCDR Jason Blackstone has been struggling with reallife schedule issues, which have contributed to his
relative quiescence. He is hoping to get things more on
track soon, but in the meantime, will be taking a leave
of absence until July. At that point, we will get together and
see where real life has taken him. We’ll then decide the longerterm plans. In the meantime, we have asked the Assistant
Chief Medical Officer, VADM Susan Bolick, to step in as Acting
Chief. The division will likely be hearing from Susan soon, and
we hope you’ll all take a moment to reply when you do.

Operations:

CMDR Norm Van Houten reports that Operations has
remains quiet. Due to his personal issues, we gave
Norm a break from the newsletter distribution task for
AN 148, though he has reported that circumstances
Command:
have improved since then. OpsDiv members, don’t forget to say
RADM Judy Waidlich helped two members with hi to Norm from time to time!
STARFLEET renewals, including one who’d not been a
member for a while, smoothly getting them back into Engineering:
good standing. She has also been promoting the 30th
CAPT Matt Rielly reports that EngDiv also stopped to
Anniversary Party, attending ship activities, and discussing
remember actor and director Leonard Nimoy, as well as
ideas for some regional-level recruiting with other COs. She’s
a friend and member of the U.S.S. Challenger, Dave
also been helping to promote and encourage new activity ideas
Bennett, who also passed away in February. The
from the membership. Finally, she sent in Avenger’s Region 7
award nominations for Chapter, CO, Flag Officer, and Officer of division has been reminded of the Avenger’s upcoming 30th
the Year, continuing the chapter’s participation in the Awards Anniversary Party, to be held Saturday, June 20th at 6:00 PM
at the Omega Diner & Café in North Brunswick, NJ. Division
Program.
The XO’s office has continued to focus on activity- members have been given a heads-up on the guest line-up at
shepherding and newsletter work. The biggest challenge this year’s Shore Leave convention, including actor and singer
remains getting members to participate, as well as to John Barrowman and actors Shawn Ashmore (“X-Men”, “The
encourage others to bring ideas to the table. ADM Alex is Following”) and Aaron Ashmore (“Warehouse 13”, “Smallville”,
working on a division-related concern, and is hoping to find a “Lost Girl”). The division was also made aware, courtesy of a
good solution. At one point, it seemed that one was at hand, post by fellow STARFLEET Jonathan Kus, of the return of
but more attention may be needed. He also has been helping Starlog Magazine. Details of the relaunch can be found at
with the 30th Anniversary Party, and has been working on www.fangoria.com
Avenger News. AN 148 was released a few weeks behind
schedule, and work got underway on AN 149. ADM Alex also Communications:
continues to serve as Press Officer and Fiction Coordinator.
The Communications Division has been mostly quiet.
Wearing her Second Officer hat, RADM Judy is happy to
LCDR Jennifer Lynch would really love to hear back
announce the promotion of Lieutenant J.G. Jen Renda to full
from her members, so say hi!
Lieutenant!

DIVISIONS:

Sciences:

Security:

COL Amber Stronach has reached out to the members
Working together, CMDR Sarah Bolick and CMDR
of SecDiv. She did get one response so far, which made
Michelle Lampson have been building the visibility,
her happy, though she’d be even happier if the other
especially the written visibility, of the division. Since the
members would also chat with her. Wearing her OIC hat
last issue, division-level discussions have been
dominated by meteorology (yeah, this winter’s crazy weather) for the Marine Strike Group, too, she has been passing along
and the loss of Leonard Nimoy, which has affected so many in information to the members. So far, she’s the only one
fandom. CMDR Michelle, as you saw in the last issue of the responding to the reading challenge.
newsletter and again in this issue, has been providing a lot of
material on behalf of the division.
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U.S.S. Avenger Sit-Rep
GENERAL:
Activity-wise, we continue to keep the Avenger’s schedule
reasonably full, though not so packed that there isn’t some
down-time. We’re also continuing up a variety of options.
Attendance has remained hit-and-miss with various events, so
we’re still looking to see what approaches might help that
improve. This is something we hope that all of you will help
with.
Our recent activities have included, in addition to the
meetings:
 Group Viewing of “Kingsman”
 U.S.S. Challenger’s Intergalactic Food Festival
 Board Game Day
Looking ahead, we see activities including:
 More Video/Movie Days
 U.S.S. Justice’s Celebration of “Voyager”’s 20th
Anniversary
 More Group Trips to Film Releases (e.g., “Avengers: Age
of Ultron”)
 Additional Skype Chats
 An Avenger Fiction Workshop
 A possible trip to the Intrepid Museum and Shuttle






Enterprise

A trip to the “Lego: The Art of the Brick” exhibition.
A non-holiday trip to Peddler’s Village.
A Trip to Longwood Gardens
Avenger’s 30th Anniversary party!

you don’t need to write a whole long article. Just a paragraph
or two would be great. Send them to me and I’ll include them
here. And if you’ve got pictures you want to supply, that, too,
would be pretty awesome. (By the way, if a lot of folks
contribute for a single activity, it could always be broken out
into a separate article, and if you want to write a stand-alone
piece, don’t let this feature stop you from doing so! It’s not an
either-or proposition, just another way to share.)

31 January 2015 – Rutgers Geology Museum Open
House

RADM Judy Waidlich and I met up early on a fine, chilly
Saturday morning, ready to immerse ourselves in a day of
science. The Rutgers Geology Museum’s open house is an
annual event, and they routinely bring in not only vendors to
sell rocks and minerals, but speakers to talk on subjects of
interest. For this year, there were four talks:
 “A Dip in the Ocean: An Interactive Exploration of How
the Ocean Impacts You and How You Impact the Ocean”
 “Earth’s Cocktail Party: Deciphering the Physics of
Earthquakes with Networks of Seismic Arrays”
 “Extremophilic Environments and Microbial Diversity
Within”
 “The Art of the Geological Map”
Each talk proved to be really interesting. From learning about
the interconnectedness of the seas to discovering life-forms
where conventional wisdom says none should exist (but they
do!) to seeing how maps detailing geological and mineralogical
resources can be turned into a wide variety of art forms, the
amount of knowledge imparted, in both edifying and often
enjoyable ways, was really exciting! I enjoyed all the talks, and
some a lot more than I’d expected.
During a break, we also explored the mineral show. There
were some interesting samples, though I didn’t purchase any
this time.
Also during the day, we also met up briefly with EFC Andy
Taylor, who had stopped by to check things out. He couldn’t
stay too long, as homework awaited, but it was good to see
him.
The day concluded with a trip over to TGI Fridays for dinner.
Even there, our Trek/STARFLEET garb got attention, and the
server promised to share information about the group with her
co-workers. So, maybe sometime they’ll check us out!
All in all, it was a rewarding day, both for knowledge and fun,
and letting people know about the Avenger. Hopefully more
people will join in next year!
(ADM Alex Rosenzweig)

We’re always looking for suggestions from folks for films
you’d like to see as a group. Feel free to share your suggestions
on the Avenger’s mailing list, in our Facebook group, or even by
contacting any member of the Command Staff. We’ll be heavily
relying on your input to determine what films we should see
together as a group.
We’re looking forward to scheduling more video days, and
we’re definitely interested in knowing what films/TV shows
you’d like to watch together, and also if you’d be willing to
host such an event. (We’ve had some wonderfully generous
folks host these events in the past, but hopefully we won’t have
to keep going back to the same people over and over again. If
we can move things around a bit, that’d be welcome.)
And, as always, if there’s something you’d like to suggest for
an event, don’t hesitate to speak up. We want to hold events
that out members want to attend, but we can only do what
members tell us they’d like. Your input is really important here.
As some of you may have seen, we’ve been compiling a large 13-15 February 2015 – Farpoint 2015
This was a great weekend. Farpoint is
list of potential activities, which we hope to develop into real
often
a lot of fun, despite—or perhaps
events, but your input and support are crucial. The senior staff
because
of—its being much smaller than
can’t do it alone.
Shore Leave. It’s a little more “intimate”, a
little more accessible. It affords moments of
Mission Reports:
opportunity to interact with friends and with
This section of the column features short the stars, whether they be authors or
recaps of various Avenger and STARFLEET actors. This year’s main media guests were
events. To make it the best it can be, though, Tim (Tuvok) Russ and Colin (Sherriff Jack
I need your help. If you’ve been to an event, Carter) Ferguson. Both were very nice and
very approachable, genuinely enjoying
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U.S.S. Avenger Sit-Rep
talking to the fans, and happy to get a chance to talk about
things other than the “stock”
questions. Mr. Russ was pleased to see
a copy of “Of Gods and Men” (the
independent Star Trek film released in
2006-2007 for the 40th Anniversary),
which I’d brought to have him
autograph, and Mr. Ferguson was
happy to comment that he enjoyed
this type of convention so much more
than the ones where he’s constantly
being told to spend less time with the
fans and just hurry the line along.
Of course, it was great to catch up
with our author friends, like David Mack, Keith DeCandido, Rigel
Ailur, and the rest. With the authors there’s usually more time
to enjoy lengthier discussions, and this weekend was no
different. There was lots of enjoyable time to chat, and it
worked out well.
I also found myself attending
several panels, including topics
such as playing in other
peoples’ universes (at which I
had an enjoyable moment
praising “Star Trek: Vanguard”
in front of Dave Mack), the
Fermi Paradox, a lunar base,
and our future in space. I spent
more time in science panels at
this convention, but also came away feeling that I’d learned
new things, which is always rewarding. I also attended both
Colin Ferguson’s and Tim Russ’s talks, and enjoyed listening to
both men talk about their experiences, as well as what they’re
up to these days. Tim Russ also shared a first look at a music
video produced in connection with the upcoming “Star Trek:
Renegades”.
The kinds of variety at conventions like this are what make
them as rewarding as they are. I know I say this a lot, but it’d
be great to bring larger numbers of folks from the crew to
attend these conventions together. This year, in addition to
myself, RADM Judy Waidlich and LTJGs Jim and Jen Renda
were on hand, so you can also invite them to tell you what they
thought of the convention. If you’d like to consider joining in for
2016, just let me know.

(ADM Alex Rosenzweig)

1 March 2015 – U.S.S. Challenger’s Intergalactic Food
Festival
If you enjoy food, and
friends, and fun, and lots of
good
silliness
and
conversation, and more food,
this is a great event to attend!
There’s a big variety of food
choices, and it’s essentially a
big, cheery pot-luck event. It’s
also a good opportunity to meet up with friends, because it
often draws folks not only from the Challenger herself, but from
chapters in the general vicinity, too. (After all, we do know how
much fans like to eat. <Grin>) This year, Challenger was joined
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by representatives from Avenger (including myself, RADM Judy,
and CAPT Matt Rielly), Britannic, Storm, and some civilian
friends, as well. Turnout might have been better if there hadn’t
been a snow/ice/wintry mix storm coming through, but those of
us who were committed to making the trip had a great time,
and look forward to visiting again next year.
(ADM Alex Rosenzweig)
22 March 2015 – Board Game Day
In the fictional starships we follow, there are times between
dangerous and dramatic missions
when members of the crews can sit
back, relax, and decompress a little
bit. It helps keep crews sane. In just
about every version of Star Trek,
we’ve seen facilities on the various
ships and stations that are used for recreation and relaxation,
from the rec room in TOS to the large recreation deck in “The
Motion Picture”, all the way up the various gathering rooms on
the old NX-01 Enterprise, relaxing together and just having fun
are a part of the ship’s community. For us, events like this are
not only a sort of homage to the scenes we saw in Trek, but
they’re an opportunity to just kick back and have some fun.
This event was attended, in
addition to myself, by RADM Judy
Waidlich, CMDR Sarah Bolick (by
remote), LTJGs Jim and Jen Renda,
LTJG Ying Xiao, EFC Andy Taylor,
and CAPT Dave Sladky and XO Bill
Shoemaker from the U.S.S. Storm.
We started out with several rounds
of the card game Uno (Star Trek
edition). It was lot of fun, though there were probably too
many of us playing at once. Then we played the Millennium
Edition of Trivial Pursuit. It was humbling to realize how much
many of us didn’t know. On the other hand, as a group, we
either knew, or could figure out, almost
everything. The moral of that story seemed
to be, if facing big challenges, go at it as a
team! Each of us ended that game (which
went until we ran out of time) with a
couple of wedges in our game pieces, and
a lot of things either learned or recollected.
We ended the day sharing dinner over at
the Omega Diner before going our separate
ways.
All in all, it was a good time, and we’re already thinking about
doing another of these, since we all had so much fun, and since
it was so well-attended. I know I keep saying this, but I hope
more folks join in next time. After all, if we get similar or better
turnouts, we might even have enough people to split up and
play two games at once!
(ADM Alex Rosenzweig)
Special thanks to those who have contributed to this column!
It’s really appreciated. We invite anyone who went to an event
and would like to share to also contribute a paragraph or two
to this column! It’s quick and easy, and it’s great to share
different views of what the club and its members are doing!
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A Brief Overview of
Neurofibromatosis From a
Personal Perspective
BY MICHELLE LAMPSON

Neurofibromatosis... Quite the verbal mouthful, I admit. I’ve
gotten very used to saying it over the years to countless
individuals, from doctors to educators to the ordinary people I
meet as I go about my daily life. Why do I need to say this
word so often? I say it frequently because both my children
have this disorder and are having to deal with its effects. To
make things easier, I’ll refer to “neurofibromatosis” with the
abbreviation “NF” throughout the rest of this article.
NF is a complex autosomal dominant genetic disorder that
negatively affects the body’s production of a particular protein
involved with cellular growth. It’s one of the most common
genetic disorders of its type in the United States.
Okay... Let’s take a trip back to high school biology class and
review genetics a bit.
“Autosomal” is a fancy of way
of saying the mutation affects
an entire gene.
We all receive two copies of
each gene – one from our
biological mother, the other
from our biological father. Some
genetic disorders are recessive,
meaning they require both
copies of a particular gene to
have the defect in order for the
affected person to have any
symptoms. The defect can still
be passed on to any offspring.
Other genetic disorders are
dominant. They only require
one defective copy of the gene
for the person to have
symptoms. In the case of NF, it goes a bit further than that. If
both parents pass on a defective copy of the gene, the newly
fertilized embryo will die. Two defective copies is simply
incompatible with life.
A person with NF will pass either the “bad” copy of the gene
with the NF mutation or the unaffected “good” copy. If one
parent has NF and the other does not, they have a 50% chance
of each conception producing a child with NF. If both parents
have NF, all of their conceptions will either not survive due to
the presence of two NF genes or will produce a child with NF.
NF can also result from random genetic mutations. A couple
with no history of NF has a roughly 1 in 2,000 chance of having
a child with NF. To put that in perspective, that’s roughly the
same odds a couple has of having twins when neither parent
has a family history of twins.
There are three types of NF, each determined by what
specific gene has mutated. All three types cause what are
referred to as fibromas – overgrowths of normal body tissues.
NF fibromas are associated with the overgrowth of the myelin
sheath that covers our nerves and the surrounding tissues. The
three types are clinically distinguished by when and where the
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fibromas occur and what symptoms they produce.
Sophisticated genetic testing can also determine which type an
individual has by showing exactly what gene has the mutation.
My son has the first and most common type – NF 1. This
type of NF can cause a wide variety of symptoms, from flat tan
spots on the skin (cafe latte spots) to massive internal fibromas
that are life-threatening. Roughly 80% of people with NF 1
have symptoms such as cafe latte spots and small skin
fibromas that cause little to no difficulties in their daily lives. My
daughter, my children's father, and his brother are in this
category. All of them developed minor symptoms starting in
childhood that have little to no effect on their daily lives. Many
people in this category frequently live their entire lives without
realizing they have NF 1.
Another 10% don't develop
noticeable symptoms until their
bodies experience an event as
an adult that triggers body
growth, such as pregnancy or
recovery from major trauma.
My children’s paternal greatgrandmother is an example of
this. She started developing
pea-sized skin fibromas after
she had her first child. Each
successive pregnancy brought
on a new surge of fibroma
development. Another more
famous example is the story of
a w o m a n w h o st a r t e d
developing a fibroma in her
abdomen after she had
children. The fibroma grew slowly, so it was quite a while
before she had symptoms. By the time doctors diagnosed her,
the fibroma was truly massive and so full of blood vessels that
surgeons refused to remove it for fear she would bleed to
death. Eventually she found a surgical team in Michigan that
agreed to remove the growth. When it was finally removed, the
team put it on a scale and discovered it weighed a shocking
200 pounds! The woman survived and the fibroma did not grow
back.
The final 10% of NF 1 sufferers develop moderate to severe
symptoms in childhood that cause lifelong challenges. My son
and his paternal grandmother are in this percentage category.
His paternal grandmother had severe scoliosis (curvature of the
spine) due to a large plexiform fibroma that fused distant
vertebra in her back while she was a young teenager. It
reduced her height and compressed her chest cavity
significantly, causing breathing and mobility problems.
My son's case is more complex. His NF has caused symptoms
not found in any of his relatives. Most of his fibromas are in his
face and brain. The ones in his face are associated with the
facial nerves and affect mainly the right side of his face from
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A Brief Overview of
Neurofibromatosis
his eyebrows to his chin. They are what are called “plexiform”
fibromas, fibromas that are inside the body and difficult to
distinguish from normal tissue. These fibromas have caused
problems that required corrective surgery to his right eye, his
upper palate, his right jaw and his chin. He faces years of
dental work to force the molars on his right side to erupt
properly. He has microscopic lesions in his brain, as well as
overall abnormal brain development. The result of the brain
involvement is epilepsy, cognitive delays, autistic symptoms
such as problems with sensory integration, ADHD, poor impulse
control, auditory processing deficit, language processing issues,
delayed puberty and growth deficiency.
My son's brain symptoms are quite rare among NF 1 patients
and represent an under-studied area of NF research. There is
no cure for these symptoms, no fibroma that can be removed
to allow normal brain function to be restored. For better or for
worse, this is my son’s brain. While a cocktail of prescription
medications provides some management of these symptoms,
the fact remains that my son will be “uniquely-abled” for the

rest of his life. My job as his mother is to help him in every way
I can, while allowing him as much independence as he can
possibly handle.
Over the years, some people who know about my son have
asked me “Why did you choose to have kids, knowing their
father had NF?” While I consider such a question rather rude
and intrusive, I always gave the questioner a polite answer. I
chose to have kids because the genetic odds were actually in
my favor. I knew my family had no history of NF, so I had the
same chance of having a child with NF as I did of having a child
without NF. Each NF child then had a 90% chance that the
disorder would cause little to no debilitating symptoms. I also
knew that even if their father didn't have NF, I had the same
chance of having twins as I did of having a child with NF due to
random genetic mutation.
I'm glad I took the chance. :)
Anyone wishing to know more about NF is welcome to
contact me via email. I'm happy to answer any questions you
may have.

STARFLEET Academy—
Institute of Alien Studies
BY JUDY WAIDLICH

Do you want to learn about the various aliens in Star Trek? If
so, the Institute of Alien Studies is a great place to explore.
There are 134 courses among the various colleges. Most
colleges have around six courses, though a few have more.
Aliens include Andorians, Caitians, Klingons, Romulans, and
Vulcans. There is generally one college per alien species,
except in the College of Xeno Studies. It consists of three
schools. One, the School of XenoAnthropology, covers life in
the various quadrants – Alpha, Beta, Gamma, and Delta. The
School of XenoBotany covers plants. The School of
XenoZoology consists of courses on animals and insects in the
various Star Trek series and movies. There’s one on tribbles; I
must try that sometime.
Here’s a list of colleges in this institute. The number of
courses in each college is in brackets following that college’s
name.
Andorian Orientation College [5]
Bajoran Orientation College [11]
Caitian Orientation College [6]
Cardassian Orientation College [6]
College of Borg Technology [20]
Ferengi Orientation College [6]
The Gorn Academy [12]
Klingon Warrior Academy [14]
Orion Orientation College [10]
Romulan Orientation College [6]
Vulcan Orientation College [4]
College of Xeno Studies [34]
School of XenoAnthropology
AQ 101 – Alpha Quadrant Overview
AQ 103 – Betazoid
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AQ 105 – Q Continuum
AQ 106 – Talarian
AQ 107 – Trill
BQ
BQ
BQ
BQ
BQ
BQ

101
102
103
105
106
107

–
–
–
–
–
–

Beta Quadrant Overview
Bolian
Nausicaan
Son'a
Suliban
Xindi

DQ
DQ
DQ
DQ
DQ
DQ
DQ

101
102
103
104
105
106
107

–
–
–
–
–
–
–

Delta Quadrant Overview
Hirogen
Kazon
Ocampa
Talaxian
Vidiian
Voth
GQ
GQ
GQ
GQ
GQ
GQ
GQ

101
102
103
104
105
106
107

–
–
–
–
–
–
–

Gamma Quadrant Overview
Founders
Jem'Hadar
Karemma
Skrreea
Tosk
Vorta

School of XenoBotany
School of XenoZoology
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STARFLEET and Region 7 News
STARFLEET News:
** Admiralty Board Updates:
- ADM David Kloempken has been re-elected as the
Region 6 Regional Coordinator.
- ADM Richard Smith has been elected as the Region 13
Regional Coordinator.
- FCAPT Dan Adams has been re-elected as the Region 20
Regional Coordinator.
** CAPT Michael Garcia, STARFLEET Chief of Communications,
announced the following Communiqué updates:
- CQ180 (Q3 2014) is finished and in the print proof stage
before the full print run for eventual mailing. The
downloadable PDF has been posted to www.sfi.org
- CQ181 (Q4 2014) is in pre-production: layout design and
article editing.
** STARFLEET Operations has announced
the commissioning of the following
chapter:
- U.S.S. Independence , NCC-75029,
based in Sacramento, CA, Region 4,
CAPT Marc Wagner, Commanding
** STARFLEET Shakedown Operations has announced the
launching of the following chapters:
- U.S.S. Panther, NX-74922, based in Wilmington, NC,
Region 1, CMDR Douglas Kirk, Commanding
- U.S.S. Valiant, NX-74210, based in Appleton City, MO,
Region 12, COL Derek Allen, Commanding
** The Department of Technical Services (DTS) is seeking
talented artists to help execute engineering drawings of
starships and space stations. If you’re interested,
contact ADM Alex Rosenzweig at shoc-dts@sfi.org or
alexr1860@optimum.net, or by US Post at 980 Linwood
Place North Brunswick, NJ 08902-2267.
** FCAPT James Ortega has been selected to succeed CAPT
Melissa Hadley and assume the duties of Administrator,
STARFLEET Member Help Desk. James has a wealth of
knowledge and experience at the chapter, regional, and
Fleet levels, has been involved with Help Desk operations
for some time now, and has plenty of real world help desk
and general IT experience, as well.
** VADM Jack Eaton has been named Anniversary Czar and
will serve as the focal point for all STARFLEET activities
commemorating the 50th Anniversary of Star Trek. Initially
considered activities include:
- A contest to design a special STARFLEET logo for 2016,
marking the anniversary
- Giveaways to include prizes like the Mark Cushman books
and TOS uniforms courtesy of our partners at CosplaySky.
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- Communiqué
- Proposals for the following Communiqué articles:
+ My Trek Memories -- Member recollections of their first
and/or fondest Trek experiences
+ My Fleet Memories -- Trek actors’ recollections of
interactions specifically with SFI
+ Trek Stash -- highlight members with classic TOS
collectibles
- Regular feeds on the website, Facebook, Twitter of “Today
in Trek History” throughout the year encompassing the
50th Anniversary
** VADM Tammy Willcox, STARFLEET
Scholarship Director, announced that
applications are currently being accepted
through 15 July for our scholarships.
Scholarships are awarded in amounts of up to
$1,000 based on the number of applicants and
the availability of funds. Applicants must be a
member of STARFLEET and must have been a member for
at least one year prior to the application deadline. The
scholarship winners will be announced at the International
Conference this summer. The current scholarship categories
are:
- James Doohan/Montgomery Scott Engineering &
Technology Scholarship - This very popular scholarship
covers any field related to engineering and other fields of
study involving technology, computer science, etc.
- DeForest Kelley/Dr. Leonard McCoy Memorial
Medical and Veterinarian Scholarship - This is for
medical studies of both humans and animals, and is
awarded for programs in medical school, nursing school,
physical therapy, pre-med, EMT-Paramedic, surgical
technician, biomedical technician, and the study veterinary
medicine.
- Gene Roddenberry Memorial/Sir Patrick Stewart
Scholarship for Aspiring Writers & Artists - This is for
those studying acting, dance, music, writing, literature, or
for skills and training relating to the media, graphic artists,
filmmaking, etc.
- Armin Shimerman/George Takei/LeVar Burton
Scholarship for Business, Language Studies, and
Education - This Scholarship is for business and
management studies, the study of foreign languages or
studies abroad, and teaching.
- Space Explorers' Memorial Scholarship
- This
scholarship honors the Apollo, Shuttle Challenger, and
Shuttle Columbia astronauts and Russian cosmonauts that
have died to further our efforts in space exploration. It is a
“general duty” scholarship and applies to all courses of
study not mentioned in the other four Scholarships.
To apply for scholarships, please go to http://www.sfi.org/
scholarships/ and download the application. You can email
your completed application packet to scholarships@sfi.org or
you can mail it to:
Tammy Willcox
5522 Seawall Court
Virginia Beach, VA 23462
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STARFLEET and Region 7 News
As always, we can use donations to fund our scholarship
program. Donations can be made via our page at http://
www.sfi.org/scholarships/

- IC 2016 has been announced. It will be held in
Louisville, KY on 12-14 August 2016, at the Crowne
Plaza Louisville Airport.

Please feel free to contact Tammy at scholarships@sfi.org with
any questions or for additional information.
** Membership Perks have been established for
STARFLEET members. Here is where to find discount
codes to all of our Membership Perk Partners:
- Surf to the STARFLEET Database at https://db.sfi.org/
Region 7 News:
- Log on using your database ID (provided to you as part of
your membership packet, but if you don't know what your ** 2015 Region 7 Conference News:
User ID and password is, please contact the STARFLEET
- The 2015 Regional Conference will be held in Hanover, MD
Help Desk)
on 2-4 October 2015.
- Click on the "MEMBER" button on the left side to show the
- The conference website is now up, here: https://
menu of available member tools
www.eventbrite.com/e/2015-region-7-conference- Click on the "MEMBERSHIP PERK" button.
registration-15683464665
On this page, you'll see all of STARFLEET's Membership Perks
and their discount codes for you to use!
** The U.S.S. Justice is hosting a “Star Trek: Voyager” 20th
For more information about STARFLEET's Membership Perks,
Anniversary Celebration Event at the Morris County
please visit: http://perks.sfi.org/
Library in Whippany, New Jersey, on April 25th from 10 AM
to 4:30 PM
**
STARFLEET International
Conference News
** The U.S.S. Sovereign will hold its 25th Anniversary
- IC 2015 will be held in Niagara
celebration in Philadelphia, PA on June 6, 2015 from 2:30 PM
Falls, NY on 21-23 August 2015, at
until 6:30 PM.
the Conference & Event Center
Niagara Falls.
** The U.S.S. Avenger will celebrate its 30th Anniversary
- The IC2015 website and
with a gathering at the Omega Diner and café in North
registration pages are now online
Brunswick, NJ, on 20 June 2015 from 6:00 PM - 10:00 PM.
and ready for you to enjoy! You can
find the website at:
http://www.ic2015.com/
(Please see “Mission Docket” for more details on all of these
Register for IC2015 through EventBrite at:
great events!)
http://ic2015.eventbrite.com/
Or visit the Facebook page for semi-regular updates about ** The regional fundraiser continues; return used inkjet
IC2015 and a video/picture walking tour of Niagara Falls
cartridges for cash (http://empties4cash.com) For further
at: https://www.facebook.com/IC2015
info, contact Mike Stein at JusticeOC@aol.com or check out
- The hotel is accepting reservations, as well.
the Region 7 website at http://www.region7.com
- IC 2015’s charities include the STARFLEET Scholarship
Funds and the IC2015 Space Camp charity fund.

IMAGE GALLERY

“Drydock”, by Dave Metlesits (from DeviantArt)
[Submitted by Alex Rosenzweig]
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“Far Away”, by archangel72367 (from DeviantArt)
[Submitted by Alex Rosenzweig]
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Star Trek Book News
COMPILED

BY

ALEX ROSENZWEIG

Here are the highlights of the next few months in Star Trek pact is signed, the Enterprise is attacked by an unknown ship.
books…
They manage to show enough force to keep the alien vessel at
bay…but a new danger arises, as their mysterious foes are the
Available April 2015:
Kenisians—a race that used to inhabit this planet thousands of
years ago, and now want it back.
ST: ENT: Rise of The Federation: Uncertain Logic, by
Christopher Bennett
Years ago, Jonathan Archer and T’Pol
Available June 2015:
helped unearth the true writings of Vulcan’s
great philosopher Surak, bringing forth a
ST: TNG: Armageddon’s Arrow, by Dayton Ward
new era of peaceful reform on Vulcan. But
It is a new age of exploration, and the U.S.S. Enterprise is
when their discovery is seemingly proven to
dispatched to “the Odyssean Pass”, a region
be a fraud, the scandal threatens to undo a
charted only by unmanned probes and
decade of progress and return power to the
believed to contain numerous inhabited
old, warlike regime. Admiral Archer, Captain
worlds. Approaching a star system with two
T’Pol, and the crew of the U.S.S. Endeavour
such planets, Captain Jean-Luc Picard and
investigate with help from their Vulcan
his crew find a massive alien vessel, drifting
allies, but none of them suspect the identity
in interstellar space for decades. Sensors
of the real mastermind behind the
detect life aboard the derelict—aliens held in
conspiracy to reconquer Vulcan—or the price they will have to suspended animation.
pay to discover the truth.
Thought to be an immense sleeper ship,
Meanwhile, when a long-forgotten technological threat re- the vessel actually is a weapon capable of
emerges beyond the Federation’s borders, Captain Malcolm destroying entire worlds...the final gambit in
Reed of the U.S.S. Pioneer attempts to track down its origins a war that has raged for generations across the nearby system.
with help from his old friend “Trip” Tucker. But they discover Now caught in the middle of this conflict, Captain Picard
that other civilizations are eager to exploit this dangerous attempts to mediate, as both sides want this doomsday
power for their own benefit, even if the Federation must pay weapon...which was sent from the future with the sole purpose
the price!
of ending the interplanetary war before it even began!
Available May 2015:
ST: TOS: Crisis of Consciousness, by Dave Galanter
The crew of the U.S.S. Enterprise are
completing a diplomatic mission with the
Maabas, an alien race with whom they’d
been sent to sign a treaty. The Maabas are
a peaceful people who are not native to the
star system they now inhabit, but were
refugees from a great war long ago. Several
hundred thousand took shelter on their new
planet, and have been there for thousands
of years. While they have warp capability,
they do not travel the stars, but seek to
explore within. The Federation’s interest is
in the Maabas’s great intellectual resources. Their science, while
behind Federation standards in some areas, excels in others.
They are highly intelligent, with unique approaches, and their
philosophy is in line with that of the Federation. But just as the
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ST: TOS: The Wit and Wisdom of Star Trek (Trade Hardcover),
by Robb Pearlman
Published by Cider Mill Press.
The ultimate gift book for
Trekkies, featuring classic
quotes and photos from fanloved moments, tidbits of
behind-the-scenes trivia, and
personal recollections from the
cast and crew of “Star Trek:
The Original Series”.
The Wit and Wisdom of Star
Trek celebrates the enduring
legacy of The Original Series,
with full-color photos, notable
production facts, evocative excerpts, and quotes directly from
the cast and crew. From love and inclusion, to humor, to
exploration, The Wit and Wisdom of Star Trek lives up to the
mission of Star Trek itself: to inspire as well as entertain!
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Ship’s BBS
The Ship’s BBS was first introduced in the novel Spock’s World, written by Diane Duane. Like BBSs of today, it was a place where
items of interest could be posted for the crew to read and respond to. This column is much like that. Things do change from
issue to issue, so keep checking back each issue, and if you’ve got an item you’d like to share, feel free to send it in. 
* Help Wanted!
Looking to contribute to the Avenger? If so, we need your help!
The following positions are open:
- Press Officer: Write and distribute press releases to the
ship’s media list, interact with reporters and other media
personnel, and help craft our club image to the world at
large!
- Storytellers: See “Avenger Fiction Update” later in this
column.
Contact RADM Judy or ADM Alex if you’d like to volunteer!
* Do you have an idea for an event or activity? We love
to do stuff, that’s for sure! Lots of stuff is based on ideas our
members bring to the group, and can be as simple as
something you enjoy and would like to share. How? It’s easy!
Just ask an Avenger Command Staff member for an Event
Planner and begin your adventure today. Event Planners
contain descriptions of events/activities, and both the Planners
and sign-up sheets are passed around at each month’s ship
meeting. This is a way for everyone to find out the details of
what’s going on, or to share your ideas for what you want to
do! We need your help, because if no one coordinates events,
they don’t happen!!
* Internet Resources:
The Avenger has a lot of opportunities to interact through the
Internet! Check ‘em out...
- The adventure begins with our spiffy website where you can
find information about your fellow crewmates and read online
logs from your division chief: http://www.ussavenger.org/
- Another great way to contact your STARFLEET buddies is
through Internet Relay Chat (IRC). Instructions can be found
on the Avenger site. Go to the Internet Resources link on the
navigation bar on the Avenger’s main site, and follow the
instructions about IRC. NOTE: To access the IRC servers,
use:
chat.trekfan.org
Port 6667
The main STARFLEET channel is #Fleetchat, and Avenger
maintains its own channel at #avenger
- The Avenger Yahoo Group is a great place to get updated
news from the Avenger via email and special website
features. Check it out at:

http://groups.yahoo.com/group/avenger-sfi

- Avenger is also well-represented on Facebook, with both a
page and a group. The page is generally updated with
information directed more to the general public, while the
group includes more of the discussions, events
announcements, and cross-chatter among members and
friends. The URLs are:
Avenger Facebook Group: http://www.facebook.com/
groups/27371220186/
Avenger Facebook Page: http://www.facebook.com/pages/
USS-Avenger/159162957480482
- Avenger News newsletters are archived online, in PDF
format, on the Avenger website.
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* Our CaféPress Store: You can buy Avenger stuff online like
T-shirts, sweatshirts, mugs, mousepads, etc at the CafePress
Avenger Store, featuring our logo. It can be found at: http://

www.cafepress.com/ussavenger

*30th Anniversary CaféPress Store: For our 30th
Anniversary year, we’ll have a special store open. Special
anniversary products can be found here:

http://www.cafepress.com/Avenger30

* CaféPress Store Feedback: Is there something you’d like
that we’re not offering at the Avenger Store? Check out
CaféPress’s product list, and if you see something there that
you’d like and that’s not available in our store, contact Avenger
Command and let them know.
* Look at the spiffy poster below and go buy one! The
Avenger Cutaway Poster, done by artist Chris Allan, is a
detailed poster that matches up with the official Avenger
Blueprints and gives a fascinating look inside our vessel. Take a
look! It’s at our CaféPress store: http://www.cafepress.com/

ussavenger

* A STARFLEET Community of Particular Note: Interested
members are invited to join a community called Project SIMELE.
“SIMELE” is short for “STARFLEET In the Movie and Early Lost
Eras”, and its focus is for members or chapters of STARFLEET
who have an interest in, use the motif of, or are fictionally set
in the timeframe of roughly 2270 to 2335 in the Star Trek
Universe, to interact. (This, of course, includes the Avenger.)
It’s designed to provide a venue for members to share
resources, exchange ideas and thoughts about playing in this
era of Star Trek, possibly develop cooperative fiction, and so
forth. Come check the group out at

http://groups.yahoo.com/group/SIMELE/

* Avenger Blueprints!
Do you find yourself getting lost every time you’re on duty
while serving aboard your ship? Maybe you should get one of
these spiffy blueprint maps!
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Ship’s BBS
From the Federation Frontiers publishing office, we are pleased
to offer General Plans for the Avenger-Class Heavy Frigate. No
starship, save the famous line of those named Enterprise, has
received this much attention to detail.

Rupprecht”. Custom rolled sets are available for $15.00 and
deluxe poster-sized sets for $40.00. To order, simply print out
the handy order form at web site, or send your name, address,
e-mail address, number and type of sets desired, along with
your check or money order, to the following address:
Federation Frontiers
c/o Michael C. Rupprecht
3711 Bloomingdale Drive
Hillsborough, NJ 08844-5531

The twenty (20) sheet set includes:
- Construction history
- Ship's directory
- Six (6) external views
- Full starship specifications
- Equipment listing (with system contractors)
* Avenger Fiction Update
- Four (4) cross-section views
- The story in which a beacon’s signal draws the Avenger to an
- Plan views of all eleven decks at 1:600 scale
unexplored star system has been posted to the Avenger
- Full-sheet details of the bridge, torpedo pod, main
website.
engineering, two-level recreation deck, Sickbay, - Outlining is underway for a story to cover the ship’s latest
transporter complex, and auxiliary control.
change of command.
- Contributions of stories set in the Avenger’s fictional universe,
For more information e-mail the author, Mike Rupprecht, at
of any length, are welcome and sought!
mrupprecht@hindlepowerinc.com, or just visit the Federation - Ideas and suggestions for future possible group collaborations
Frontiers web site for this and other spectacular Star Trek
are welcomed, too. Feel free to send them to ADM Alex, or
technical documents: http://federationfrontiers.tripod.com/
even pitch them to the Avenger’s e-mail list.
fh1860/
- Suggestions for interesting characters to fill open spots in
Avenger’s fictional crew are wanted! You can provide just
The Avenger -class Heavy
some rough notes, or a full character file. If you’d like to get
Frigate General Plans cost a
in on the fun, check in with ADM Alex.
mere $10.00 for Avenger crew
- And don’t forget to work on keeping your own main
members, and can be
character’s file up-to-date, too! Or create one if you haven’t
purchased directly from Alex
done so yet. Check with ADM Alex for assistance if you need
Rosenzweig. You can also buy
it.
the plans via mail order for $12,
which inc lu de s sh i ppi ng
* Quote for this Issue:
charges. Money orders are
“Small is the number of people who see with their
preferred, and will speed delivery. However, personal checks eyes and think with their minds.” – Albert Einstein
are acceptable and should be payable to “Michael C.

IMAGE GALLERY

“Spock Through Time” - Artist Unknown
[Submitted by Alex Rosenzweig]
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A Not-so-Short List of Star
Trek Fan/“Independent”
Productions, Part 2
BY ALEX ROSENZWEIG,

In today’s era, the film/video Star Trek fan productions are
the equivalent of the fanzines of the ‘70s and ‘80s. While
fanzines live on, as well, a lot of attention has turned to the
visual productions. What many people don’t realize is just how
many there are! This list will begin to address that. In the
issues to come, we’ll take a closer look at some of the many
creative offerings are being developed, whether they be ongoing
series or one-shot films. We hope you’ll take some time to
explore them, and see just how far fans have gone to share
their love for this ongoing saga.
(Thanks are also due, by the way, to CBS and Paramount, for
allowing these productions to proceed, although it’s worth
noting that there are strict rules governing them that must be
followed.)
And now, here’s more of the list:
“Star Trek: Excalibur”: This series
takes place after the events of “The
Ultimate Computer”. After the disastrous
M-5 trials, the U.S.S. Excalibur has been
repaired, refit, and given a new crew.

WITH

JUDY WAIDLICH

set after “Deep Space Nine” and “Voyager”, in the aftermath of
the Dominion War. Episodes revolved around the starship U.S.S.
Excelsior and its home base, Deep Space 12, which was located
in the Briar Patch, a region of space introduced in the film “Star
Trek: Insurrection”. “Hidden Frontier” produced 50 episodes
over seven seasons and was produced by volunteers in
Southern California, led by producer Rob Caves. Two spin-offs,
“Star Trek: Odyssey” and “Star Trek: The Helena Chronicles”,
also produced by Rob Caves, take place shortly after the end of
“Hidden Frontier”.
“Star Trek: Horizon”:
This feature-length film is
set during the time of
“Enterprise”. The producers’
goal is to create a feature
film that is worthy of the name Star Trek and that can close out
the story threads that were left hanging after “Enterprise”’s
untimely cancellation in 2005. While this film will close out story
threads that began in “Enterprise”, it will also tell an original
story and be able to stand alone as a science fiction feature film.
In the film’s story, the Coalition of Planets, a young alliance of
worlds led by Earth, is at war with the Romulan Empire.
Desperate for a chance to gain the upper hand in the war, the
Coalition forms an alliance with T’mar, a Romulan deserter, in
the hopes that she can provide valuable intelligence on her
former masters. Release is expected in early 2015.

“Star Trek: Federation
One”: This was planned as
a three-season series
focusing on the President of the United Federation of Planets
and their entourage aboard the Federation’s diplomatic flagship,
Federation One. It tells the story of a continuing investigation
regarding President Se'Fron's death as featured in the fan film,
“Operation Beta Shield”. The first season was filmed, while the
second and third seasons were presented in audio format only.
The first season offered two episodes, “Unity” and “Institutions”,
while the second season’s audio episodes include “Intel”,
“Family”, “Obligations”, and “Analepsis”. This series was a
spinoff of “Hidden Frontier”.
“Star Trek: Intrepid”: Produced in Scotland, “Intrepid” is a
Star Trek fan production based in the U.K.. The series is set in
“Star Trek: Guardian”: This upcoming fan film series is set in the 24th century, several years after “Star Trek: Nemesis”, and
the same continuity as “Star Trek: Hidden Frontier” (and its spin revolves around the effort to colonize a distant and largely
off series) and “Star Trek: Intrepid”, and will serve as a prequel unexplored sector of the galaxy. The first episode, “Heavy Lies
to/spin off from “Star Trek: Dark Armada”. The series centers the Crown”, was released on 26 May 2007, and a total of seven
around the the Federation starship, the U.S.S. Guardian, on a have been released since then, with the most recent being “The
mission to find new allies and technology that could stop the Stone Unturned”. Nick Cook, the executive producer and star of
Tholians and end the Tholian War. The series is currently in pre- “Intrepid”, has also collaborated with the “Hidden Frontier” crew
production stage, with its pilot episode - 'Maiden Voyage' - several times, including the joint episodes “Orphans of War” and
scheduled to be released sometime in 2015. It will be available “Operation Beta Shield”, as well as the finale of “Odyssey”.
for viewing on YouTube. Justin R. Durban will compose the
music and Tobias Richter will provide CGI effects and And there are still more to come! Watch next issue for the
animations for the series.
continuing list.
“Star Trek: Hidden Frontier”: This series, one of the earlier
fan series, was produced on digital video. The show's sets were
almost completely virtual, using a green-screen chroma-keyed
process to place performers into virtual settings. The series was
AVENGER NEWS #149— APRIL 2015
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The Avenger in Fiction

“A Secret Revealed”
BY DAVID LYNCH, JENNIFER LYNCH, AND ALEX ROSENZWEIG
“Space, The Final Frontier...
These are the continuing
voyages of the starship Avenger. Her ongoing mission: to
explore strange, new worlds; to seek out new life and new
civilizations; to boldly go where no one has gone before.”
Many members’ questions have dealt with the fictional

Avenger. Since we call for members to make up personnel files

for their characters and invite them to write stories in the
“Avengerverse”, members want to know just how our fictional
universe works. What does the fictional Avenger do? How does
it fit into the Star Trek Universe as portrayed on TV and in the
films, books, comics, etc.? To answer these questions, and to
(hopefully) keep you folks entertained, this series of articles was
born.

Dave and J’Lee know that he’d heard the exchange. Knowing
that there were other crewmembers with sensitive hearing,
Dave glanced around the bridge, wondering if his comment had
carried. Just as he thought the others might not have heard, he
saw Commander Setak standing across the bridge, near the
Sciences station, looking back at him, his right eyebrow slightly
raised.
“Now, look–“ started J’Lee, but she was interrupted by an
incoming signal. She turned to look at her console. With a small
sigh of relief, she turned back to Dave. “Sir, there is an
incoming communication for you from Star Fleet.”
Thankful for anything to get him out of this argument, he
turned and said, “I will take it in my ready room.” As he exited
the bridge, he added, “Mr. Setak, you have the bridge.”
“Aye, Captain,” replied the executive officer.

In this issue, we bring you another vignette. In this peek into
life aboard the Avenger, we see what can result from a stray The End?
remark in an unguarded moment. Normally these aren’t too
unusual, but when it’s the ship’s CO, and the location is the * * * * * * * * * *
main bridge…
In future articles, we'll continue to talk about what's aboard
A SECRET REVEALED
the ship, how various systems work, crew specifics, etc.
By David Lynch, Jennifer Lynch, and Alex Rosenzweig
(Members are urged to suggest topics. If there's something you
want to know about the ship, chances are that someone else
It started out as any other ordinary day aboard the Avenger. wants to know, too. So send in your questions, and we'll try to
Wake up, shower, breakfast in his quarters, then on to the get answers for you in upcoming columns.)
Bridge for duty. “Just another day in Star Fleet”, thought Fleet
This column also supports short stories! Stories should be no
Captain Dave Lynch, “I wonder what today will bring? I’m glad more than 4 pages in 10-point type, and can be about anything
that the Mutara mission went smoothly enough.” Just then the in the Avenger Universe. (Serializations are also accepted, but
turbo-lift arrived on the bridge. “Good morning, everyone,” he the story must be submitted complete, and arrangements with
said to the bridge crew. “I see shift change is well underway.” the column editor and Avenger News editor for serialization will
After receiving the briefing from the third shift duty officer, Dave be made ahead of time.) We hope everyone will take the
proceeded to his ready room to review reports from the opportunity to contribute to the tales of the Avenger.
previous 24 hours.
To help you out, we’re also running story ideas each issue.
Meanwhile, J’Lee was not having a good start to her day, These aren’t fleshed out, but are jumping-off points from which
having gotten only two hours of sleep after staying up late to stories may evolve. If you do see an idea listed here that you’d
help fill in for several of the personnel in the Astronomy like to build a story from, let me know, so that we don’t get
Department in the Sciences Division that were sick, so they multiple members working on the same idea. And here we have
would not fall behind too badly. She returned to her quarters to the next suggestions...
find that her dog was ill due to an error in the food replicator
programing for canines. By the time all this was resolved, she
1] A former Avenger officer, with a grudge against a current
realized that she had forgotten something. “Oh, no, I forgot to officer, lures the latter to an icy world and abandons him to die
go over the division reports,” she said out loud to no one in in the cold, leading to a flashback to the stranded officer’s
particular. By the time she got to the bridge for duty, Fleet childhood.
Captain Dave was in his chair. “Good morning, Lt. Commander.
2] An Avenger landing party is caught in the crossfire of a
Were you able to complete the project?” asked Dave quietly as natural resource war on a non-Federation planet. They cannot
he passed her. She turned and started to growl at him in a escape due to a transporter malfunction and must try to stop
menacing way. “I know you are worried about them,” continued the natives from destroying their own world.
Dave a little louder. “Just because we are married does not
mean I do not worry about you.”
Finally, as a part of this series, we include character-files of
Dave’s voice was soft, but in the quiet, purposeful atmosphere members of the crew. So, if you’ve made up a character-file,
of the bridge, the incongruous comment still carried a little great! If not, why not try making one? We'll try to publish one
farther than he’d initially planned. The Environmental and or two each issue, as space and contributions permit. We’re
Propulsion Systems stations were currently unmanned, but Lt. always looking for members to create files for their own
Commander Rupprecht, seated at the main Engineering station, characters. If you’re interested in creating a file for your
glanced quickly in Dave and J’Lee’s direction. He quickly fictional character, or updating an existing file, contact ADM
returned his attention to the displays in front of him, monitoring Rosenzweig for help/information.
the Avenger’s engine systems, but it was enough to let both
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Trekkin’ the Web
From Alex Rosenzweig:

Star Trek: Excalibur
Not a video or audio production,
this time we’re looking at a game.
This is an online, browser-based game
using multiple ships and various battle
Software Library – MS-DOS Games
and exploration strategies. It’s still in
Sometimes it’s fun to take a look back to the early days of development, but looks really nice so
computer gaming. With that in mind, here’s a site that archives far.
software for MS-DOS machines that represents entertainment http://www.stexcalibur.com/
and games. The collection includes action, strategy, adventure,
and other unique genres of game and entertainment software. Make It So: The 10 Best Star Trek Games in the
Through the use of the EM-DOSBOX in-browser emulator, Quadrant
these programs are bootable and playable. Please be aware
Keeping with the games motif for just a bit longer, we bring
this browser-based emulation is still in beta - contact Jason you an article looking at Trek gaming over the years. The
Scott, Software Curator, at jscott@archive.org if there are article began:
issues or questions.
“Fans of the franchise
https://archive.org/details/softwarelibrary_msdos_games/v2
know that Star Trek offers
them a rich and diverse
universe of content, from the
thought-provoking original
1966 television series, to the
growing library of novels, to
the modern action-packed
J.J. Abrams films. But video games have also long offered Star
“Star Trek: Shadows of Tyranny”
Trek fans a wealth of entertainment, and the history of Star
Okay, so this one isn’t a film, exactly. “Star Trek: Shadows of Trek video games is just as diverse as the broader franchise, if
Tyranny” is an independent audio production from Melting not more so.
Clock Productions created by Mathieu Blondin and Sebastian
There has surely been some terrible software that carried
Prooth. “Star Trek: Shadows of Tyranny” will pick up from the the Star Trek name, but before we get all logical like a Vulcan
Star Trek TOS episode “Mirror, Mirror”. The series is being and address the failures, let’s be optimistic like Humans and
developed and produced by Mathieu Blondin and Sebastian focus on the good stuff. Here are our Top 10 Star Trek games,
Prooth (“Star Trek: The Continuing Mission”).
spanning almost 25 years across multiple platforms.”
Mr. Spock, influenced by the conversation with Captain Kirk
The article then explores the author’s ideas about the best
from “Mirror, Mirror”, sets out to rid the galaxy of the Terran games. It makes for interesting reading. Check it out, and see
Empire and install himself in a position of power to change if you agree with the conclusions.
things for the better. Captain Kirk sees his first officer as a http://www.tekrevue.com/10-best-star-trek-games/
threat to his supremacy and vows to eliminate him. Listen to
this six part series to learn what paved the way for the fall of
the Terran Empire and rise of peace.
http://shadowsoftyranny.com/#&panel1-1
Star Trek Fan Films
Here’s a site that tries to
collect information on a wide
variety of fan films. It doesn’t
capture all of them by a longshot, but it’s pretty good as a jumping-off point. Give it a look.
http://startrekfanfilms.info/index.html
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Mission Docket
Upcoming Events

12 April 2015 – Avenger Ship Meeting
North Brunswick Public Library, 880 Hermann Road, North Brunswick, NJ, 2:00 PM
Join us for the usual fun, chatter, and good times. Program: “ ‘Axanar’ Update and Showing of ‘Prelude to Axanar’ ”. Dinner and
socializing to follow. We hope you’ll join us for all the fun!
Event Coordinator: RADM Judy Waidlich, waidlich@rci.rutgers.edu
24-26 April 2015 – Chiller Theatre
Sheraton Parsippany Hotel, 199 Smith Road, Parsippany, NJ
Horror and Science Fiction Convention. Guests from horror and sci-fi movies, TV, wrestling,
and music, including Michael Nesmith, Dick Miller, Louise Lasser, Richard Karn, Michael Gross,
Tia Carrere, Judy Tenuta, Bob Eggleton, and more. Large dealers’ rooms.
Event Website: http://www.chillertheatre.com
25 April 2015 – U.S.S. Justice “Star Trek: Voyager” 20th Anniversary Event
Morris County Library, 30 Hanover Ave, Whippany, NJ, 10:00 AM - 4:30 PM
The U.S.S. Justice will be showing several episodes from the “Star Trek: Voyager”
series: “The 37s”, “Timeless”, “Endgame”, plus one more to be named later. Also
planned is a trivia contest, and ADM Alex Rosenzweig is scheduled to moderate a
discussion about “Voyager”. All are invited to attend this free event.
26 April 2015 – Avenger Fiction Workshop
North Brunswick Public Library, 880 Hermann Road, North Brunswick, NJ, 1:00 PM
We’ll explore the fictional world of the starship U.S.S. Avenger. Story ideas, character concepts, and even the connections to the
rich background of the Star Trek Universe are all part of what happens at these workshops. It’s a great opportunity to stretch
your creativity! We hope you’ll join us!
Event Coordinator: ADM Alex Rosenzweig, alexr1860@optimum.net
16 May 2015 – Longwood Gardens Trip
1001 Longwood Road, Kennett Square, PA, 11:00 AM (at the Gardens)
Longwood Gardens is sure to delight anyone who loves exquisite flowers, majestic trees, and opulent
architecture. Here, amid 1,077 acres with 20 indoor and 20 outdoor gardens, you’ll find beauty at every
turn. Built on the Dupont Estate, this amazing blend of flower gardens and amazing landscaping, along
with botanical science, is sure to delight the senses. Join us as we explore the beauty and the wonder of
this place.
Event Cost:
Tickets: Adults - $20; Seniors (ages 62+) - $17; Students (ages 5–18, or any age with valid student ID)
- $10; Children age 4 & under - Free
There are restaurant/snack options on-site, so it’s recommended to prepare for that, as well. With a lot
of walking, one may get hungry.
Event Website: http://www.longwoodgardens.org/
Event Coordinator: ADM Alex Rosenzweig, alexr1860@optimum.net
17 May 2015 – Avenger Ship Meeting
North Brunswick Public Library, 880 Hermann Road, North Brunswick, NJ, 2:00 PM
Join us for the usual fun, chatter, and good times. Program: “The Marvel Cinematic Universe: A Look at the Films and TV Series
That Comprise It”. Dinner and socializing to follow. We hope you’ll join us for all the fun!
Event Coordinator: RADM Judy Waidlich, waidlich@rci.rutgers.edu
6 June 2015 – U.S.S. Sovereign 25th Anniversary party
The Village of Cottage Green, 9001 Ashton Road, Philadelphia, PA, 2:30 PM - 6:30 PM
The Sovereign, one of Avenger’s daughter chapters, reaches the quarter-century mark this year, and
they’re celebrating in fine style! There’ll be dinner and dancing for this afternoon. The menu includes
Caesar salad, garden green salad, fresh-baked artisan breads and rolls, entrées (slow roasted chicken
with fresh herbs, thinly sliced roast beef and gravy, rigatoni primavera with roasted vegetables, and a
gourmet deli tray), assorted pastries, cakes, and tarts, fresh brewed coffee, hot tea, and iced tea. The
Sovereign hopes that all will join in for good fun, friendship, and DANCING–learn some line dances, or
just get your dance on. It's your afternoon “Bandstand-Soul Train”.
Event Cost: $25.00 per person
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Mission Docket
Please mail checks money orders to:

U.S.S. Sovereign

Beryl Belcher
7104 Germantown Avenue, 2nd Floor
Philadelphia, PA 19119
6 June 2015 – Somerset Patriots Comic Con
TD Bank Ballpark, 1 Patriots Park, Bridgewater, NJ, 4:00 PM through Game Time
Join us as we promote the U.S.S. Avenger at the ballpark and enjoy an evening of baseball. More
details on this event to be announced, but it looks to be an excellent opportunity to be visible in the
local area.
14 June 2015 – Avenger Ship Meeting
North Brunswick Public Library, 880 Hermann Road, North Brunswick, NJ, 2:00 PM
Join us for the usual fun, chatter, and good times. Program: “Trek Fan Films Roundup”: Some of the latest news from the world
of Star Trek fan productions. Dinner and socializing to follow. We hope you’ll join us for all the fun!
Event Coordinator: RADM Judy Waidlich, waidlich@rci.rutgers.edu
20 June 2015 – U.S.S. Avenger 30th Anniversary Party
Omega Diner and Café, 1337 Route 1, North Brunswick, NJ, 6:00 PM - 10:00 PM
In 2015, the U.S.S. Avenger will celebrate its Diamond Anniversary. Yes, 30 years of fun, friendship, and fandom as an active
STARFLEET chapter. We cordially invite you to share the celebration at the U.S.S. Avenger’s 30th Anniversary Party. We look
forward to having you join us for a memorable evening of fine food and wonderful entertainment as the Avenger celebrates this
milestone!
The event will feature a hot and cold buffet with plenty of variety! The menu includes:
Salad choices:
* Salad Bowl
* Potato Salad
* Coleslaw
Entrée choices:
* Penne Vodka Pasta
* Chicken Parmigiana
* Beef Burgundy
* Tilapia Florentine
Soda, coffee, tea, cake, and ice cream are included.
Please RSVP with check or money order no later than Monday, 1 June 2015. You can pay at
a meeting, or send payment to:

U.S.S. Avenger

Judy Waidlich
331 Academy Terrace, Apt. 17
Linden, NJ 07036-5695
Event Cost: $25.00 Per Person
Event Location Website: http://www.omegadiner.com
Event Coordinator: RADM Judy Waidlich, waidlich@rutgers.edu
12 July 2015 – Avenger Ship Meeting
North Brunswick Public Library, 880 Hermann Road, North Brunswick, NJ, 2:00 PM
Join us for the usual fun, chatter, and good times. Program: “3-D CGI Ship Rendering”: The technology, and the art, of creating
three-dimensional digital starship imagery. Dinner and socializing to follow. We hope you’ll join us for all the fun!
Event Coordinator: RADM Judy Waidlich, waidlich@rci.rutgers.edu
NOTE: Please, if you are planning to attend an event, let the event/project coordinator know of your plans, so he/she can make
the proper arrangements. Thanks!
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331 Academy Terrace, Apt 17
Linden, NJ 07036-5695

U.S.S. Avenger

The Next Meeting of the U.S.S. Avenger will be:

Sunday, May 17, 2015
2:00 PM

North Brunswick Public Library
880 Hermann Road
North Brunswick, NJ 08902
http://www.northbrunswicklibrary.org
Avenger News 150 Deadline: May 20, 2015
Please send all submissions to Alex Rosenzweig
alexr1860@optimum.net

